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Editor’s CornEr
Hello All
Needless to say the news about Australia's cancellation of their contract to purchase submarines from France that shifted to the purchase from the US has had a
ripple effect around the world. It will be interesting to see how it all plays out after
the dust settles.
To quote a paragraph regarding the topic article on page 17 : “It is wrong for French officials to
blame the United States for a betrayal because Washington furnished Australia with an alternate submarine sale option and to insinuate that the U.S. bears all responsibility for the
French contract’s demise. In fact, the program was poorly conceived, with both France’s Naval Group and Australia’s government failing to accurately calculate the costs and delays in
their particularly unwieldy undertaking. Without the American option, Canberra may well have
sought a cheaper deal for submarines with Germany or Japan.”
The US agreement to share nuclear-powered submarine technology with Australia is a sign it is
stepping up its focus on anti-submarine warfare. There are several interesting articles of various submarine issues be sure to give them a read.
There are a couple Shipmates Sea Stories from your fellow Razorback crew members not to be
missed. Thank you sharing your stories. Please keep these stories coming, they are special memories and some funny moments we all love to hear about.
The date has been set for Work Week 2022 April 25-29th @ North Little Rock. AR.details page 26.
In 1968 the Razorback made a Port of Call for R&R to CFB Esquimalt just outside of Victoria,
BC., Canada. The only time the Razorback visited this Canadian Port. Then she proceeded to
the Cdn Forces Torpedo Testing Range (CFMETR) Nanoose Bay the Straight of Georgia Sea
referred to as Whiskey Golf to test the
torpedo's. The Razorback then returned to
San Diego before deployment to Westpac in
August 1968.
A reunion celebrating this unique Port Visit
is being planned in September 2023 to meet
with fellow Razorback crewmembers and
Canadian submariners in Victoria, BC. Plans
are underway for a visit to the Canadian Forces Sub Base, a tour of world famous Butchart
Gardens, whale watching & Afternoon Tea to
name some activities.
To help organizer the reunion planning and for
hotel rooms arrangements would you please
drop me a note if plan to attend.
My email: valerieanddick@telus.net
Valerie Braunschweig
Editor/Publisher
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From the bridge

9/17/21

The Razorback Association and the boat itself are surviving
the COVID-19 pandemic. We welcome new life member, Bobby
Barge. Congratulations Bobby. He is now living with his
daughter in Elmer, LA and is well. Like most of us he has
hearing issues but I had a nice phone conversation with him
recently.
Looking forward we have scheduled Work Week 2022 for April
25-29. This gives us plenty of time to make plane reservations
and get discounts if any are available. Make your plans now to attend.
Valerie is already working on the next reunion to be held in Victoria, BC. It will be the 55th anniversary of the Razorback visit to Canadian Forces Base Esquimalt, BC, Canada in 1968.
This is where Valerie met Dick Braunschweig, and they eventually got married. The reunion
will include a day at Butchart Gardens, which is one of the most beautiful places in North
America. The last time I visited the famous gardens was on my honeymoon in the Fall of
1965.
For those of you who took up my recommended reading and read “Of Wives and Submarines”, by Edward Monroe-Jones, a story of the USS Razorback, a guppy IIA, I can tell you the
ending is actually true. Additional good reading are two books in the Tom Clancy style by
Rick Campbell: “Ice Station Nautilus” and “Treason”. They are real thrillers. I will have autographed copies available for auction at Work Week.
I regret to report that past president Commander John Cameron’s wife, Lorraine went on
eternal patrol 23 August after a long illness. She was laid to rest on 9 Sep. Our deepest
sympathy and condolences go out to John and his family.
Are diesel boats obsolete? Apparently, Australia thinks so as they cancelled a $60 billion order for diesel boats from France and gave a contract to US for nuclear submarines. This has
caused a rift between France and the US which is very deep. But it raises the basic question
of cheaper diesel boats vs. expensive nuclear boats. We will follow how this plays out and
how our relationship with France our NATO partner survives.
Recent developments in the news do not bode well for the Navy. China is ramping up aggression in the South China Sea and towards Taiwan. The Navy is dealing with budget cuts
and revolving door leadership.
Steady bubble, DBF, and start making plans for April Work Week next year.
Fred Reker,
Captain, USNR-R
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SHIPMATES SEA STORIES
1st Westpac Trip Midway to Japan

hours) without shutting down until the stern plainsman made a mistake and used dive instead of rise and
By Cptn. Fred Reker, USNR-R
the ship took a big down angle and went to 70+ feet.
We almost recovered but the engines shut down just
As we left Midway, I was JOOD and stood 1 in 3
watches in training. On the surface we had an aggres- as we got back to snorkel depth and the head valve
opened. The snorkeling did accomplish one good
sive SOA (Speed of Advance) and had to cruise on 3
thing in that the ride was much smoother and the
engines at standard speed . All was well for a few
days until the weather took a turn for the worse. We crew got over seasickness. The bad news was every
time we broached the seas washed over the rear of
hit a big typhoon and high sea state. As we tried to
make time the bow plunged into the waves and got a the sail and pounded the fiberglass sail panels which
eventually started to carry away.
serious pounding from the water.
After a day of this, we noticed the clamshells on the
port side were starting to fail as the water exited the
limber holes at the base of the clamshells. We also
took green water over the top of the bridge which is
30+ feet high. The crew was getting seasick as the
boat was tossing and turning in the heavy seas. We
were unable to cook in the galley as the ship rolled
excessively.
On the second or third day the of storm we saw clamshells were ripped from their attachments and went
missing. We also noted that the sonar went dead. It
turned out that the cables from the sonar to the
transducer were attached to the clamshells and were
severed. We were unable to keep up our speed of
advance and were going to be late arriving at Yokosuka.
To minimize losing any more clamshells the captain
decided to dive to snorkel depth and try to make
speed as best as possible. At that point the whole
crew was seasick and surviving on soda crackers
which absorbed the bile in our stomachs. The snorkeling was very difficult in such heavy sea and the
boat broached many times and depth control was
nearly impossible. The alternative to broaching was
going too deep under water for several minutes with
the snorkel head valve shut. This caused the engines to draw a vacuum in the ship and eventually
shut down when the vacuum reached the tripping
point.

After what seemed like eternity we got through the
storm and ran on the surface the rest of the way. Unfortunately, the rear of the sail was missing many
panels and looked like a checkerboard. We finally got
to Yoko a day or two late but spent 21 days getting
repaired. The most serious problem was replacing the
sonar cables which required going into dry dock. The
sonar cables had to penetrate the pressure hull to
connect to the transducer which was outside the hull.
For me the real lesson learned was haste makes
waste. If we had accepted the fact that we would be
late due to the storm and just submerged to 200 feet
and rode out the storm, the damage would have been
avoided and saved 21 days in dry dock and repair
time. One of the things we did not realize was the
sonar cables were secured to the clam shells. After
our incident there was a ship alt to secure the sonar
cables to the hull and not the clam shells on the rest
of the subs in the fleet.

My first watch we made it almost to the end (4
5
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SHIPMATES SEA STORIES
“Do You Remember When”
By Rick Pressley –Razorback Crew Member

I am not sure of the exact dates; however, I
seem to remember we were operating off the
coast of Southern CA in the fall of 67.
We were Snorkeling and the Snorkel Head
Valve stuck open.
I am not sure how long this event took; however, in a manner of a few seconds, with the
head valve open under the water, we flooded
the lower Level of the Forward Engine room
up to the deck plates in a matter of seconds.
I seem to remember we went from Snorkel
depth to between 200 or 300 feet in a matter
of seconds. I was on the Trim manifold and
all of this took place in the blink of an eye.
We obviously recovered and put the sea water that was in the “people tank” back in
the ocean as quickly as possible. When thinking back to the incident, it kind of gives
me chills, but at the time, everything happened so fast, we didn’t have time to think,
just react and do what was necessary to stop the flooding and do what was necessary
to recover from the flooding.
Can you imagine having and eight inch
pipe just a little ways under the water
with a Diesel engine sucking in the water?
Rick Pressley
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SHIPMATES SEA STORIES
A Whale of a Tale:

A Razorback Story (May 1963 in the AER)
Ron Sagaert , April 2015
“The greatest fear aboard a submarine at sea is fire.
Sometime in May 1963, while at sea in WestPac on board the
USS Razorback, we experienced an AER [After Engine Room]
fire that, while bad and truly scary, could have been a whole lot
worse.
Flash (K. D.) Brenton and I were on watch during a surface
transit with both #3 and #4 main engines running. Flash had
been my oiler for a long time at this point and we fit well together, communicating non-verbally while
the engines were running.
My short-timer calendar was posted on a locker door bolted to the pressure hull above #3 and I was
about 30 days from departure from the boat to begin discharge from the Navy.
Suddenly, we both noticed a wisp of smoke at the forward end of #3 behind the gage panel and near
the exhaust elbows. We peered around to see better, the Flash edging around the forward end of
the panel to slip outboard to investigate. I was looking over the control quadrant when an instant
flash of flame billowed up engulfing the forward end of #3 main engine. I ran aft and yelled ‘Fire in
After Engine Room’ as I jumped through the watertight door into Maneuvering Room. I dogged the
hatch shut tight. The EM’s on duty remotely shut down the engines and reported to Control regarding the fire. I told them that Flash may still be in the room but they said that FER reported that he
was there, having stepped in there at the same time I was racing aft.
The fire raged for a few minutes before starving itself of oxygen. An officer had come aft from Control and when he couldn’t see anything but black smoke through the port light in the FER/AER watertight door, he undogged it and swung it open.
Unfortunately, the fire sprang back to life and smoke rushed into the FER. Re-dogged and secure,
the door was left alone for a good half hour while the AER cooled down. We slowly re-entered the
compartment to a smoky and sooty mess. After the AER was ventilated, we began the investigation
and cleanup process. The copper line feeding fuel pressure to the gage on the main panel was the
culprit and a pinhole was discovered in it. The line was replaced and the engines restarted.
I found the remnants of my dungaree shirt lying across the counter where I had taken the shirt off
just prior to seeing the wisp of smoke. I had a
government issue mechanical pencil in the pocket
and it was melted nearly beyond recognition.
We cleaned and cleaned for the next 30 days
marking my last month on the boat. Some of my
clothes were beyond redemption but I was still
able to leave the boat in Sasebo, Japan in June
1963 and head back to San Diego for discharge.”

Ron Sagaert EN2(SS)
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Quiet, deadly and expensive: The US Navy’s costly plan
to upgrade aging submarines
US DEFENSE

PU BL I SHED FRI , JU N 4 20 21 1: 57 PM E DT

BR AD HOW AR D

Submarines are quiet, deadly
and expensive.
Boats like those in the Virginia class, which is a U.S. attack submarine, can cost
$3.4 billion and take seven
years to build.
The Navy has ambitious goals
for the future of the underwater
fleet, but some problems could
stand in the way.
“The Navy is undergoing a 20year plan that will cost $21 billion to upgrade its infrastructure,” said Aidan Quigley, a reporter at Inside Defense who
covers the U.S. Navy and Marines. “Right now, the state of Navy shipyard infrastructure is not
great. They’ve been underfunded for the past couple of decades.”
The Navy currently has 68 submarines in service. And it wants to start shipbuilding on two to possibly three Virginia-class attack subs per year, and roughly one Columbia-class submarine per
year until around 2035. But according to the Congressional Budget Office, a lack of shipyard infrastructure could delay those plans.
“The Navy is focusing on improving productive capacity via initiatives to increase on-time delivery
and operational availability while reducing maintenance costs,” said Navy Lt. Rob Reinheimer, in a
statement to CNBC.
And in response to the Government Accountability Office report on Columbia-class procurement
released in January, Reinheimer said, ”Over the past three years the Navy, with strong Congressional support, has invested over $573 million in shoring up existing sources and development of
new suppliers.”
The recently released defense budget request for fiscal 2022 could be less than what the Navy
needs to keep pace with China and Russia, according to some observers
8
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USS Theodore Roosevelt docks in Bremerton, Wa. for next year

BREMERTON, Wash.— The USS Theodore Roosevelt, is calling the
Puget Sound it’s new home for the next year and a half.

The Nimitz-class aircraft carrier sailed from San Diego and docked at the
Naval Base Kitsap to undergo upgrades and improvements to it’s self
defense systems, as well as refurbishments to the ship's hull, rudder
and other parts.
“The ship is designed to serve for 50 years and this maintenance is an
essential part to support that ship for the duration”, said USS Theodore
Roosevelt Captain Eric J. Anduze.
The carrier was previously stationed in San Diego since 2015 . It returned stateside in May after six-month long deployment in the Indo
Pacific region.

Christine Pae, King 5 News
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HOW RUSSIA’S YASEN-M SUBMARINE
COMPARES TO THE U.S. NAVY’S BLOCK-V VIRGINIA
By H I Sutton o4 August 2021

The Russian Navy's Yasen-M class submarine is larger than the Virginia Block-V but carries fewer vertical launch tubes. It is believed to feature a larger torpedo room however.
Russia is rapidly modernizing its cruise-missile submarine fleet. At the same time, the U.S. Navy is building larger and more capable versions of
the Virginia Class which carry more missiles. How do the latest submarine classes compare in terms of weapons load?

Russia launched its newest submarine, the K-571
Krasnoyarsk, in a ceremony on July 30, 2021. The
submarine will be armed with three types of cruise
missiles as well as regular torpedoes and antisubmarine missiles. The cruise missiles should include the new Zircon hypersonic anti-ship missile
which is currently being tested in the Arctic. In total, 32 cruise missiles can be carried.
Krasnoyarsk is a Project 885M ‘Yasen-M’ class boat
(aka Severodvinsk-II class), the 3rd of 8 planned.
These represent the most modern and powerful attack submarines in the Russian inventory. And they
are often described as being on a par with the latest
western types. But how do they stack up?

Particularly in weapons terms? Other aspects such as
sonar, sensors and stealth are harder to compare giv-

en the sensitive nature of these topics. Both submarines are believed to be extremely difficult to counter.
The stand-off weapons however are a major component of the submarine’s punch.

The Yasens are essentially cruise missile submarines
and are often given the special vessel classification
“SSGN“ instead of the vanilla “SSN”. The ‘G’ stands
for ‘guided missiles’ and reflects that the cruise missiles are their defining capability.
The main Western equivalents, the US Navy’s Virginia Class and the Royal Navy’s Astutes, are significantly smaller. These are termed ‘SSN’s and although
they carry Tomahawk cruise missiles, they have a
much smaller overall weapons load.
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8 Yasen-Ms, 8 Virginia Block Vs
The US Navy is building at least 8 new submarines
which are closer equivalent to the Yasen-Ms in terms of
weapons load.
Eight out of ten of the new Block V Virginia Class will
have additional missile tubes. This will give them an
impressive 76% increase in weapons over the current Virginias.
All these extra slots are in a new vertical launch systems which is optimized for cruise missiles. This will
increase the number of cruise missiles in a standard
load-out from 12 to 40. Added to this the slots in the
torpedo room (which would not normally carry cruise
missiles) and there are a total of 66 weapons aboard.
The Yasen-M however still has more total slots at
around 72 torpedo-sized weapons. Fewer of these are
in the vertical launch tubes however. The torpedo room
is much larger and has 10 torpedo tubes (some reports
8) versus 4 on the Virginias. A comparison can be
made to the Seawolf class in fact which has a similar
torpedo layout. The Yasen’s torpedo room will extend
over two decks.

Cruise Missile Mixes
The Yasen-M’s 32 vertical tubes can accommodate
three missile types. On paper this versatility could convey an advantage although the performance of the US
Navy’s Tomahawk cruise missiles is hard to dispute.

Onik’s primary targets are high-value warships but
it can also hit land targets.
Finally there is the new 3M22 Zircon. This is a hypersonic anti-ship missile which is currently being
tested. Zircon will set the Russian submarines
apart, particularly in anti-ship strike, but the US Navy is also planning to field hypersonic missiles.
And the Yasen-M has a stronger emphasis on antiship cruise missiles. The latest Tomahawk missile,
coincidently also called the ‘Block V’, reintroduces
the anti-ship role. It is a dual-purpose weapon and
retains its land-attack credentials.
The US Navy currently also operates four converted Ohio Class ballistic missile submarines in the
SSGN role. These carry an unparalleled weapons
load thanks to the massive capacity of their legacy
missile silos. These however are in their final years
and will be long out-lived by the Yasens and Virginias. The Block V will be the closest that the US Navy has to an SSGN when it enters service.
The Yasen-M Class boats are larger and carry
more weapons than their western equivalents.
They will also be quicker to field hypersonic weapons (although service introduction is going slower
than previously reported). But they carry fewer

cruise missiles than the enlarged Block V Virginia Class. This will significantly narrow the
gap even before the US Navy adds hypersonic
weapons

The Russian equivalent to the Tomahawk is the 3M14K
Kalibr (NATO: SS-N-30A SIZZLER). This long-ranged
subsonic missile has been tested in combat conditions
in Syria. It can now be considered a mature system
and several older Russian submarines are also being
upgraded to carry it.
The second Russian missile type is the P-800 (3M55)
Oniks (NATO: SS-N-26 STROBILE). This is a supersonic missile, generally with a shorter range than the
Kalibr. Although there have been occasional reports of
a longer-range version.
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3 Russian nuclear submarines simultaneously punch
through Arctic ice
By Tom Metcalfe - Live Contributor
Here's
why the naval maneuver is so tricky.

Three nuclear submarines owned by Russia maneuvered to break through several feet of Arctic ice at the same time. (Image credit: Russian
Ministry Defence)

Three Russian navy submarines punched their way through several feet of sea ice in the Arctic to surface simultaneously within a few hundred feet of each other — one of the first times the tricky naval maneuver has been achieved.
A video released by Russia's Ministry of Defence shows the conning towers of the three subs breaking through a continuous sheet of floating ice near the Franz Josef Land archipelago, in the Arctic Ocean north of the Barents Sea.
The subs are taking part in Umka-2021 (meaning "polar bear" in the Siberian Chukchi language) — an expedition to the
region that involves 600 military and civilian personnel, including staff from the Russian Geographical Society, a nongovernmental organization established in the 19th century.
The three submarines broke through 5-foot-thick (1.5 meters) ice to surface within 1,000 feet (300 m) of each other at
the same time, "for the first time in the history of the Navy," Russian navy commander Admiral Nikolay Yevmenov told
Russia's President Vladimir Putin in a televised video call.
The conditions in the region were between minus 13 and minus 22 degrees Fahrenheit (minus 25 and minus 30 degrees
Celsius), with winds gusting at up to 70 mph (110 km/h), the admiral reported.
Surface submarines
Surfacing a submarine through thick sea ice is no easy feat. According to a 2018 article in Popular Mechanics about
American submarines in the Arctic, bursting through the ice requires careful preparation.
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Nuclear-powered missile submarines usually try to stay hidden beneath Arctic ice because it makes
them effectively invisible to enemies. But when they do have to come to the surface, a sub commander will first try to find
nearby patches of open water — such as a "lead" or "polynya" — where they can surface without encountering any floating ice.
When that fails, careful maneuvering is needed so that the submarine can break through up to 9 feet (2.5 m) of sea ice.
The first task is to slowly raise the submarine until its upper tower makes contact with the bottom of the floating ice layer.
Compressed air is then used to push seawater out of the submarine's ballast tanks, creating an upward force, until that
force cracks the ice.
Getting three submarines to break through the ice at the same time is especially difficult, because the underwater vessels can't communicate with each other.
This is the first time Russian submarines have surfaced through the ice together, it may not be the first time it has been
done.
Popular Mechanics reported that two U.S. submarines — the USS Connecticut and the USS Hartford — surfaced
through the Arctic ice within sight of the British submarine HMS Trenchant in 2018.
Russia's military didn't name the three vessels that took part in the latest operation, but the Barents Observer news site
identified them as two Delta-IV nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines — the mainstay of the Soviet submarine
fleet during the Cold War — and a newer Borei-class sub; the class names comes from Boreas, the Greek god of the
north wind.
Each Russian submarine is thought to carry up to 16 ballistic missiles, and each missile can carry up to six individual
nuclear warheads.
The Umka-2021 expedition near Russia's Franz Josef Land archipelago began on March 20 under the command of the
Russian navy.
"For the first time, according to a single concept and plan, a complex of combat training, scientific research and practical
measures of various directions is being carried out in the circumpolar regions," Yevmenov told Putin in the video call.
A key result was that the "technical characteristics" of various weapon systems, military equipment and special equipment had been confirmed in conditions of high latitude and low temperatures, he said.
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CANADA

Department of National Defence
Royal Canadian Navy commissions HMCS Harry DeWolf

Message from Commander Royal Canadian Navy

News release

The Arctic and Offshore Patrol Ships (AOPS), designated the Harry DeWolf-class, will enhance the Royal
Canadian Navy’s (RCN) ability to assert Canadian sovereignty in Arctic and coastal Canadian waters,
and support international operations as required.
This is the first time in its 108-year history that the RCN is naming a class after a prominent Canadian Navy
figure. The remainder in the class will be named to honour other prominent Royal Canadian Navy heroes who
served their country with the highest distinction.
The six Harry DeWolf-class ships are:


Harry DeWolf (430)



Margaret Brooke (431)



Max Bernays (432)



William Hall (433)
 Frédérick Rolette (434)


Hampton Gray (435h
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The Arctic and Offshore Patrol Ship will be capable of:


Conducting armed presence and surveillance operations throughout Canada’s waters, including in the
Arctic;



Supporting Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) in sovereignty operations;



Participating in a wide variety of international operations, such as anti-smuggling, anti-piracy, and international security and stability;



Contributing to humanitarian assistance, emergency response and disaster relief domestically and internationally;



Conducting Search and Rescue (SAR) and providing communications relay to other units, as required;



Supporting CAF core missions, including capacity building in support of other nations;



Supporting Other Government Departments (OGD) in their ability to enforce their respective mandates
by providing government situational awareness of activities and events in regions of operation; and



Conducting a diverse range of missions worldwide.
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China vs US:
beneath the surface of the submarine technology gap



US agreement to share nuclear-powered submarine technology with Australia is a sign it
is stepping up its focus on anti-submarine warfare
Hudson Institute reports says submarine threat has risen for the US and its allies, including from PLAN’s drive to modernise its fleet of 65-70 boats
Sarah Zheng in Beijing

Sept 25,2021

Analysts say the US Navy’s capabilities in the undersea warfare realm far exceed China’s, but the PLA Navy has spent billions to
modernise, advance its technology and close the gap. Photo: Reuters

As the US deepens its security focus on the Indo-Pacific region, it has focused on keeping its edge underwater over rivals such as China.
This includes its plans to share nuclear-powered submarine technology with Australia as part of a new trilateral
defence partnership that also includes Britain.
Analysts said the US Navy was still well ahead of China in undersea warfare, but that the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) has spent billions in recent years to narrow the gap.
According to a report this month by the Washington-based Hudson Institute, the submarine threat for the US
and its allies has increased substantially, including from the modernisation of the Chinese navy’s fleet of
around 65 to 70 submarines.
The report said China sought to conduct offensive operations as part of an active defence strategy, to expand
the country’s influence and territorial control, potentially hindering US forces in the region.

“Submarines are an increasingly important element of adversaries’ weapons portfolios, delivering key capabilities needed for their strategies,” the report said.
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“Submarines are an increasingly important element of adversaries’ weapons portfolios, delivering key capabilities needed for their strategies,” the report said.
“To address the rising submarine threat, US and allied militaries need a new approach to ASW [antisubmarine warfare] that is more sustainable and effective. Otherwise, adversaries will exploit their growing
undersea advantage to permanently alter security relationships with US allies and partners.”
The US Navy’s 2021 plan also highlighted the risks from China’s rival navy, the world’s largest fleet, and said
the US needed to build a “larger, more lethal fleet” with more submarines.
Th US has some 66 submarines, including more than 50 nuclear-powered attack submarines and more than
a dozen ballistic missile submarines, according to the non-profit Nuclear Threat initiative.
N Lexiong, a Shanghai-based military expert, said both China and Russia had less superior anti-submarine
capabilities compared to the US.
“[But] judging from the fact that Chinese submarines were able to suddenly appear within a few hundred metres of US submarines without being discovered shows that the US anti-submarine capabilities have some
shortcomings,” he said.
“In recent years, China’s air, surface and underwater anti-submarine capabilities have seen great improvements, and have decreased the relative threat capability of US submarines, even though it has not fully eliminated this.”
But Zhou Chenming, a researcher from the Yuan Wang military science and technology institute in Beijing,
said US submarines continued to pose a significant danger to China, mainly by threatening air routes and surface ships.
“The US has so many nuclear-powered submarines, and they think we are a threat?” he said.
“The US submarine capabilities are definitely very strong, and this is why China and Russia will both seek to
strengthen their anti-submarine powers, particularly as the current international security situation is not stable.
China has not significantly increased the scale of its conventional submarines, nor does it have new conventional submarines in service.”
Ultimately, China still faced great challenges in closing the gap with the US beneath the surface, analysts
said.
Collin Koh, a research fellow at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies at Singapore’s Nanyang
Technological University, said the US Navy had decades of experience in anti-submarine warfare, including
during the era it was challenged by the Soviet Union. While the Chinese navy had “made notable strides” in
hardware and software, including via access to Russian technologies in the 1990s, it still had a “gulf to
bridge”, such as in training, he said.
“There’s effort afoot to conduct more integration ASW training between air, surface and subsurface forces,
and PLA studies also looked into improving ASW techniques, such as ASW screening for carrier battle
groups,” he said.
“Because ASW is a sensitive area, the PLA Navy doesn’t necessarily acquire ready access to foreign knowhow. It might glean some limited insights from such interactions as the joint exercises with Russia for instance, but ultimately the onus of effort is on PLAN to create and enhance its ASW capabilities.”
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Biden-France spat over sub deal gone bad isn't as
simple as the French make it out to be

It's wrong to say that the U.S. betrayed France,
when France failed to deliver.
By Sébastien Roblin, military writer

Sept. 22, 2021, 6:11 PM PDT

It should have been an easy diplomatic triumph for the new Biden administration: the announcement of
a technology-sharing pact with close ally the United Kingdom to furnish their mutual partner Australia
with nuclear-powered submarines capable of challenging China’s rapidly growing navy across the Pacific Ocean. Instead, much of the attention has been sucked up by a major diplomatic faux pas.
The deal shut out another key Western ally, France, even as it tacitly signaled that Australia was
breaking from a 2016 contract worth an estimated $65 billion with French shipbuilder Naval Group to
build 12 non-nuclear submarines, a huge blow to French industry that also undermined France’s foreign policy ambitions in the region.
The announcement was followed by howling from across the Atlantic, with accusations that Washington had “stabbed” the French in the back by seducing Australia in the thick of the night to obtain a submarine contract that was rightfully France’s. French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves LeDrin accused President Joe Biden of acting like former President Donald Trump. French President Emmanuel Macron quickly recalled his ambassador to Washington — a move he hadn’t seen fit to do
when the Trump administration withdrew from the Paris climate agreement or later imposed tariffs on
French goods.
Finally, in a phone call with Macron on Wednesday, Biden conceded the situation “would have benefited from open consultations among allies” and agreed to hold talks in October on better coordinating
strategy in the Indo-Pacific with America’s European partners.
It’s true that Biden handled his coup with little finesse. His team failed to insist that Australia inform
France of its withdrawal from their submarine deal well in advance of unveiling the pact with the U.S.
and U.K.; instead they deflected inquiries from French officials about what was up.
The New York Times reported that Biden administration officials left the matter of when to inform the
French up to Australia. In the end, French officials were notified only hours prior to the public announcement of the new pact. It’s akin to breaking up with your girlfriend and announcing your engagement to a new woman on the same day — guaranteed to result in the maximum amount of hurt feelings and recriminations.
However, it is wrong for French officials to blame the United States for a betrayal because
Washington furnished Australia with an alternate submarine sale option and to insinuate that
the U.S. bears all responsibility for the French contract’s demise. In fact, the program was poorly conceived, with both France’s Naval Group and Australia’s government failing to accurately
calculate the costs and delays in their particularly unwieldy undertaking. Without the American
option, Canberra may well have sought a cheaper deal for submarines with Germany or Japan.
Over the five years that Australia was engaged in buying the submarines from France, going so far as
to sign a contract for purchasing them, the estimated total procurement cost had roughly doubled from
$32-$36 billion to $65 billion, while the project suffered lengthy delays from relatively early on.
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Australia had earlier ruled out purchasing nuclear-powered submarines in the short
term, deeming them too politically controversial. But it ended up paying a stiff price for the non-nuclear
subs, since Naval Group had to redesign its own nuclear-powered subs to work with diesel and incorporate Australia’s preferred combat systems. And while conventionally powered submarines can be
quite effective for short distances, Australian submarines need to traverse 2,000 miles or more to
reach the key bottlenecks controlling passage to and from the South China Sea, like the Singapore
and Sunda straits.
So Australia’s unique Attack-class version of the French subs needed to be greatly enlarged to carry
extra fuel and batteries, which in turn led to spiraling costs. Nuclear-powered submarines, in contrast,
never run out of fuel on patrol, can remain submerged for months and can attain and sustain much
higher speeds.

Australian Collins –Class submarines

As delays and costs increased, the Naval Group submarine deal was becoming the worst of both
worlds: It was more expensive than nuclear-powered submarines while lacking their premium capabilities, as well as the promising new technologies for non-nuclear submarines. And, despite lacking major new innovations, the first submarines would only enter service in 2034.
While Biden’s announcement last week might have come as a shock to the French, it shouldn’t have
been surprising that Australia was considering other options. It had been publicly reported that, as the
problems continued to mount, Australia began making inquiries about alternatives earlier in the year.
The fury from French officials who claim to have been blindsided by the loss of the deal seems out of
step with reports of their apparent suspicion the deal was in peril. Moreover, governments abandon
problematic defense procurements all the time. As is standard in these cases, France’s Naval Group
will surely receive restitution as was provided for in an agreement in 2019.
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Yet Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison continued to string along French officials for months,
apparently to keep his options open, making statements affirming his support for the Naval Group
deal. The U.S. should not have tolerated this duplicity, and by indulging it, the Biden administration
guaranteed the U.S. would receive a large share of the blowback rather than turning scrutiny toward
the problems with the French contract.
The damage to the relationship with Macron is unfortunate because France actually has
a significant economic, military and intelligence presence in the Indian and Pacific oceans due to
island territories there, and seeking to integrate Paris into regional alliances in the Pacific could
have been useful.
Furthermore, France is the only U.S. ally to use lightly enriched uranium fuel in its nuclear submarines rather than weapons-grade highly enriched uranium. France could have furnished Australia with LEU-reactor technology, avoiding creating a precedent other countries may seize upon to
accumulate weapons-grade uranium.
Of course, the leadership of the Australia-U.K.-U.S. pact will need to take note of how the French
procurement plan bogged down and then unravelled, because its own prospective nuclear-powered
submarine project could do the same. In fact, it could even go awry due to the greater cost and
complexity surrounding nuclear technology and shortfalls in submarine-building capacity in U.S.
shipyards.
It’s also possible anti-nuclear activism could lead Australia’s Labor Party to cancel a nuclear
submarine program should it be elected back into power, sinking relations with France with nothing
to show for it. In other words, the new partners need to tread carefully if Australia’s future nuclear
submarine is to avoid the same fate as the hapless Australia-Naval Group deal.
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CANADA

Navy to start process of replacing aging
submarine fleet
By Lee Berthiaume The Canadian Press

Posted July 14, 2021 5:54 am

(April 5, 2021): Canadian submarine may have permanent damage due to errant test: report –
The Royal Canadian Navy is launching its long-anticipated push to replace Canada’s beleaguered
submarine fleet, setting the stage for what will most certainly be an extremely controversial debate
around the need for such vessels.
Defence officials revealed to The Canadian Press this month that a dedicated team is being created
to start figuring out what Canada needs in new submarines as the sunset on the military‘s existing
fleet draws steadily closer.
The move responds to a growing sense of urgency within defence and industry circles about the need
to start work on such a project given the age of Canada ’s existing submarines and the amount of time
needed to design and build such vessels.
“The CAF is establishing a Canadian patrol submarine project to inform timely governmental decision
-making about a potential replacement class of submarines, and avoid any gap in submarine capability,” navy spokesman Lt.-Cmdr. Jordan Holder said.
“In order to enable timely decision-making at some future point regarding a replacement class of
submarines and the avoidance of a gap in submarine capability, the CAF required a replacement project to be initiated this year.”
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Yet the decision to move ahead also kick-starts what is expected to be a tough conversation for the
navy around the need for new submarines given the high cost of building and operating such vessels,
and the many problems that have afflicted its current fleet. .

Lockheed Martin gets first bid to design Canada ’s warships – Oct 19, 2018

Questions about the costs and benefits of submarines have circulated since Canada bought four
second-hand vessels from Britain in 1998. The government at that time argued it was getting a bargain by paying only $750 million for the four Victoria-class vessels.
Yet the vessels have since spent more time in dock for repairs and maintenance than at sea, with Ottawa sinking billions of dollars into the fleet over the past 20 -plus years to address a series of problems and incidents including fires and faulty welding.
The most recent incident saw HMCS Corner Brook suffer what may have been permanent damage
last year after an errant test damaged the submarine’s main ballast tank. Corner Brook previously ran
aground in 2011, while a fire broke out on board in 2019.
The Defence Department has also pegged the cost of maintaining and operating the Victoria -class
submarines at around $300 million per year.
A new fleet of submarines may address many of those problems, but Australia ’s recent experience
suggests building a new fleet won’t be smooth sailing – or cheap.
The Australian government, which has been working for more than a decade to buy 12 French designed submarines, revealed last year that the diesel-electric vessels will cost more than $80 billion – or more than $6 billion each.
The new cost was nearly double Canberra’s original estimate, and more than the $60 billion Canada
plans to pay for a whole new fleet of 15 state-of-the-art frigates to replace its fleet of Halifax-class
warships over the next two decades.

Australian officials are now struggling with what to do with the project in the face of severe
public and expert criticism.
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The Liberal government’s defence policy committed in 2017 to extending the lives of Canada’s four Victoria-class submarines, with sources pegging the cost at more than $2 billion to keep
them operating until the mid-2030s.
Future of Canada’s Navy rolled out in Halifax – Jul 14, 2017

Yet
the defence policy did not set any money aside for replacements. The navy continues to argue that
submarines are critical for defending Canada, particularly as rivals such as Russia and China become more aggressive and this country’s Arctic waters become more accessible due to climate
change.
“Canada’s submarine force provides a key strategic asset with formidable surveillance and intelligence gathering capabilities, as well as the ability to control or deny access to a substantial ocean or
littoral area,” Holder said.
“Submarines are a key element of a balanced fleet that enables the Royal Canadian Navy to project
power responsively and effectively far from Canada’s shores, with the inherent flexibility and staying
power required to succeed across a broad mission set.”
Holder was nonetheless quick to add that the decision to start work on a possible replacement “does
not commit the government to any specific course of action, but instead preserves the time to make
an informed decision when required.”
Defence analyst David Perry of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute says there is a strong argument
to be made on the need for Canada to have submarines given Russia and China have both ramped
up their respective underwater capabilities in recent years.
But he suggests there is nervousness in the navy as new subs will cost a great deal at a time when
the government will be looking to set aside billions to upgrade North America ’s defensive network
and other procurement projects are running over budget .
“I’d be nervous,” he said. “We’re talking about making a pretty significant financial investment. And
across defence, there’s a whole bunch of budget pressures that have emerged on all kinds of projects.”
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Royal Navy Commissions Fourth Astute-Class Submarine
ASTUTE-Class attack submarine, HMS Audacious, was formally commissioned today during
a ceremony at HM Naval Base Clyde
Naval Staff News 23 September, 2021

Members of the ship’s company and personnel from the Submarine Flotilla (SUBFLOT) were joined
at the Faslane site by the boat’s sponsor, Lady Elizabeth Jones, as they welcomed HMS Audacious
to the Royal Navy Fleet.
The ceremony marks the completion of extensive tests and sea trials for the vessel with Audacious
now ready for Royal Navy operations around the globe.
Commander Jim Howard, the Commanding Officer of HMS Audacious, said: “It is an absolute pleasure to be Commanding Officer of the Royal Navy’s newest and most capable SSN.
“As we now move from sea trials into our operational sea training programme, I and the whole ship’s
company are ready for the challenge ahead.
“This formal commissioning ceremony marks another major milestone in the platform being fully operational and ready for tasking.”
During the ceremony, members of Audacious’ ship’s company formed platoons on the jetty with Lady Elizabeth Jones inspecting them. Afterwards she addressed those gathered for the occasion and
cut the commissioning cake. HMS Audacious arrived at HM Naval Base Clyde for the first time on
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(HMS Audacious cont.)

April 7 last year where she joined sister-vessels HMS Astute, HMS Artful and
HMS Ambush. The Astute-Class nuclear powered submarines are among the
most sophisticated underwater vehicles ever constructed, gradually replacing
the Trafalgar-Class submarines which have provided sterling service for almost four decades.
Equipped with sophisticated sensors, the Astute-Class submarines carry both
Tomahawk Land Attack Cruise Missiles (TLAM) and Spearfish heavyweight

torpedoes.
The vessels are capable of circumnavigating the globe while submerged, producing their own oxygen and drinking water.
Speaking of the Commissioning, Commodore Jim Perks, Head of the Royal Navy Submarine Service, said: “This is an extremely important day in the life of HMS Audacious and I am delighted that
the sponsor, Lady Elizabeth Jones, was able to formally commission this, our fourth Astute-Class
submarine, today.
“Throughout this pandemic, Audacious has delivered her extensive trials programme without fuss
and with considerable style.
“I wish the boat, crew and their families all the very best for the future and look forward to seeing her
deliver on operations.”
Note: the Royal Navy Submarine Service is headquartered at HM Naval Base
Clyde on the west coast of Scotland.
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With the long fall and winter days ahead when your stuck inside perhaps it is time
to pick up a book and read some excellent submariners stories. Here are a few:

rAZorBACK’s oWn AUtHor:
Captain Len Lammers USN, Ret.

DIVE! DIVE!
Ride with the author as Razorback (SS-394) submerges and travels thousands of miles in the
depths of the Pacific.
Published 2019
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Sun, Jun 13, 2021
William Kamphausen wrote:

Hello again.
Thank you for your responds on the video of the running on # 1 main engine,
I now have another question, do you have any information if any of the members of the Razorback crew
ever applied to the VA of an agent orange claim. On
the last WestPac cruise 1970 we were in the
war zone. I know the boat was in the war zone on
two other trips. I am hoping to find other crew member who may have filed a claim and the might help
me with my claim.
If you do not have any information maybe you could
put a small request in the next issue if anyone could
help me .
William Kamphausen EN3 SS
Editors reply: Have you seen this website for information:

https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/04/21/
question-for-smoke-boat-sailors-from-Vietnamera/
William Kamphausen wrote:

Thanks for link to Agent Orange.

Jim Bjorklund
I JUST FINISHED READING THE LAST ISSUE OF
(Lobo Jr.) AND I WANT TO CONGRATULATE ON A
JOB WELL WELL DONE..I WAS JUST LOOKING
THRU MY LOBO FILES AND I HAVE SOME PICTURES THAT I CAN SEND TO YOU. SOME ARE 8 X
10 AND SMALLER ONES AND THEN YOU CAN DO
WITH THEM WHATEVER YOU WANT……AND
AGAIN KUDOS DEAR TO A JOB WELL DONE….

P.C.

RAZORBACK
WORK WEEK

April 25-29, 2022
on the Razorback,
North Little Rock, Ar.
Crew Members Only
Please come join us
help us to maintain our sub.
Let Ron know if you
seriously plan on attending:

rtsagaert@msn.com

DON’T FORGET To Please Pay Your

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Details on Page 2 (below Index)
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Now Hear This. This is the Captain speaking:
There is a special reunion being planned in Victoria, B.C., Canada
for September 2023, celebrating Razorback’s one and only Port
Visit to Canadian Forces Base, Esquimalt in 1968.
All crew members are asked to pass the word along to their mates,
we would like and encourage you to attend.
Whether you were on the Razorback in ‘68, before or after then,
this will be a good time to take liberty and have some fun.
I am counting on you to contact fellow crew members, pass the
news along! I want your report on my desk for me and our reunion coordinator, letting us know you plan attending this special
reunion. Details to follow.
Dismissed.
Get back to work.
Captain Fred Reker
USNR-R

fredreker326@gmail.com
Reunion Coordinator Valerie Braunschweig
valerieanddick@telus.net
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